Mica Tops TOP38 / 75 / 24 / 47 / 61
Tops are beautiful
and practical.
The perfect
finishing touch for
your configuration
or TV stand.

TOP75

TOP24

A mica top is a
beautiful and durable
finishing touch to your
cabinet or stack of
cabinets. Post-formed mica
laminated to wood, similar to
TOP38
kitchen counters, make great
working surfaces and distribute the weight of heavier
objects and TVs to the frame of the cabinet below.

Mica tops are custom fitted, and require no tools! They are available
in single length, for a single cabinet or stack of cabinets, or double
length, for side-by-side cabinets. There are tops for 23.5" narrow
cabinets (TOP24 or TOP47) and for cabinet combinations (TOP61).
All mica tops add 4 inches to the depth of the cabinet, for a total
depth of 24 inches. Three inches on one side and one inch on the
other. Use the deeper side at the back to conceal stereo wiring or in
the front as a counter toe relief. No overhang at the left or right.

VARIETY OF LENGTHS AVAILABLE
TOP38: For One Standard Cabinet
Weight: 18 lb (37-3/4" W by 2" H by 24" D)
TOP75: For Two Cabinets side-by side
Weight: 36 lb (75-1/2" W by 2" H by 24" D)
TOP24: For One Narrow Cabinet
Weight: 11 lb (23-1/2" W by 2" H by 24" D)

TOP61

TOP47: For Two Narrow Cabinets side-by-side
Weight: 22 lb (47" W by 2" H by 21" D)
TOP61: For a Narrow Cabinet next to a Standard Cabinet
Weight: 29 lb (61-1/4" W by 2" H by 24" D)
Why so many lengths? So you can combine modules.
For example a 23.5" wide cabinet next to a 37.75" cabinet
is 61.25". Our TOP61 is 61.25" wide.
FEATURES
- Post-Formed laminate provides an extremely durable surface
- Rounded edges, front and back, are gentle with no sharp corners

- Tops are recess custom fitted - no installation is required
- Transfers the weight of heavy objects to the cabinet frame
- Tops add one inch in height and four inches in depth.
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